Ground Rules for Dynamic Clubs
Welcome to your dynamic club. Use these ground rules to attune, engage, and amplify your
potential. Each member brings their experience, personality and leadership skills for the
collective to flourish, aiming for expansion, inclusion, and exponential growth for all members.
Experience who you are in a dynamic club.
Be All In
Be All In means being focused on your core desires and the club’s mission. You
have each other’s backs which creates a safe space for growth. If you are shy or
“lurking” call yourself forward to engage and connect 100%. If you “dominate”
hold yourself back to listen, learn and build the club. Show up wholeheartedly
and listen for truth. You all share responsibility for the club’s direction, pace and
outcomes.
Be Ready. Take action. Always be Experimenting.
Before your club meets, get ready. Show up early to reflect. What exactly do you
need from the club or the leader right now? What is the one burning question at
your edge? What aligned actions have you taken since the last meeting? Reflect
on your priorities immediately before the session. Rather than think, “that won’t
work for me”, think “how might I make that work?” Avoid analysis paralysis and
run your next test or experiment.
Prioritize Your Growth
Once you’ve committed to your club, competing desires will arise. You may face
a continual barrage of conflicting interests and demands on your time. Your
commitment to your goals will be tested time and again. Your club is designed to
prioritize your growth. Inspire by taking aligned action on your goals.
Engage the Edge of Opportunity
Your growth has an edge separating the known from the unknown. The edge is
edgy — unfamiliar and uncomfortable. Your edge requires new ways of being and
taking new actions, where you make the unknown into the known. Being “all in,”
engages your edge. Living on your edge of opportunity means accepting the
emotions that arise. Exhale, and move forward.
Nurture Identity Evolution
Dynamic clubs guide you to take risks, and try on new ways of being. Your next
identity will emerge. As you engage your edge, you become a more integrated,
connected version of yourself. Releasing past conditioning (the “I know who I
am”) you can embrace your growth (the “I pay attention to who I’m becoming”).
Collectively, we hold each other to the standard of our emerging potential,
allowing the next identity to take root, rather than reinforce a past pattern. Hold
each other to your evolving edges and reinforce better ways of being.

Listen Deeply
Deep listening is the glue that holds an evolutionary conversation together.
When your club meets, practice and receive deep listening. An evolutionary
tension arises that propels your club into dynamic territory. Participate in
receptivity mode, undistracted, connecting with the essence beneath words.
Turn up your care. Allow yourself to be impacted by the edges of opportunity.
Listen internally to challenge outdated ways of thinking. If you have victimmindset use that as a trigger to look for opportunity and take action.

Communicate with Care + Candor
Your growing edge will either be speaking with candor, or speaking with care.
If your edge is candor, speak with empathy, connection, and humility. If your
growing edge is care, trust your voice. Communication is the bedrock of your
club.
Reach In When You Tweak Out
You’ll stretch yourself beyond where you’ve been, which may trigger a pattern
of contracting away from your club. Notice when you feel overwhelmed,
frustrated, or depressed as a signal to reach into the club for compassion,
connection and guidance.
Lead, Give, Receive
Aligned action at your edge is the best way to give your leadership to your
club. The club is the container to amplify taking aligned action. As members
take action, the club evolves, and more value is exchanged. Your blind spots
may be obvious to other members of the club. Ask questions at your edge,
receive guidance and implement feedback with a beginner’s mind.
Overcome Resistance by Kindling Your Desire
Before a breakthrough, resistance arises. The resistance is potential energy
that you break down through receptivity and aligned action, which leads to
your next breakthrough. Resistance arises in the mind as hesitation, doubt,
excuses, and lack of engagement. Pause and take a moment to remember,
reconnect, and fan the flames of desire for goals. Leverage club connection
and guidance to identify small actions to take right now that activate desire
into motion.

